Apollo Computing Laboratories Private Limited

https://www.indiamart.com/apollo-computing-pvtltd/

Manufacturer of portable avionics system integration tool, ruggedised data acquisition system etc.
About Us

ACL-Apollo Computing Laboratories (P) Ltd., established in 1992 at Hyderabad has been involved in the Manufacturing of Electronic Systems in the domain of embedded computing for the National Programmes of AGNI-II, LCA, Torpedoes, Space & Remote Sensing. The Projects have been successfully completed, qualified for Military standards and are functioning in the systems. These efforts have resulted in evolving a core competence in the embedded computing domain with the emphasis on engineering & quality assurance for meeting Military standards. Parallelly, specialised products have been designed & developed by ACL in these areas and are being widely used in the Defence & Aerospace sectors. ACL has a Team of Experienced Scientists in the design, development, management & quality assurance of the Defence & Aerospace Projects, supported by Engineers with domain specific experience. The Design & Development Activity focuses on Embedded Computing, Test Systems and Digital Communication. The emphasis & the goal of ACL is to participate & contribute in the National Projects of Defence & Aerospace and in the related indigenisation Programmes by ploughing back the rich experience gained earlier in these domains.

For more information, please visit

Bisa PCI 1553b PCI Bus Based Mil Std (1553b Add-On Card)

Bisa PCI 1553b Rs422 Dios Pci Bus Based Add On Card

Apoorva Card

Poorva-1553b 31rt Two Bus PCMICA Card
TESTING EQUIPMENTS

Harness Tester

Avionics Testing System

Flight Dynamics Simulation System

Mil Std 1553b Rt Validation Suit
SOPHISTICATED ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Airborne Computer With Dual Node

Ruggedised Data Acquisition System Based On Intel-87c196 CPU

Bisa-Isa-1553b Isa Bus Based Add-On Card

Intelligent VME Bus Based Board Consisting Of Three Node
| Nature of Business | Manufacturer |
CONTACT US
Apollo Computing Laboratories Private Limited
Contact Person: B. Jaipal Reddy
No. 12- 13- 197/ 403- 405, Pavani Anasuya Tower, Tarnaka
Hyderabad - 500017, Telangana, India
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